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\section*{ABSTRACT}

Patches and related information about software vulnerabilities are often made available to the public, aiming to facilitate timely fixes. Unfortunately, the slow paces of system updates (30 days on average) often present to the attackers enough time to recover hidden bugs for attacking the unpatched systems. Making things worse is the potential to automatically generate exploits on input-validation flaws through reverse-engineering patches, even though such vulnerabilities are relatively rare (e.g., 5\% among all Linux kernel vulnerabilities in last few years). Less understood, however, are the implications of other bug-related information (e.g., bug descriptions in CVE), particularly whether utilization of such information can facilitate exploit generation, even on other vulnerability types that have never been automatically attacked.

In this paper, we seek to use such information to generate proof-of-concept (PoC) exploits for the vulnerability types never automatically attacked. Unlike an input validation flaw that is often patched by adding missing sanitization checks, fixing other vulnerability types is more complicated, usually involving replacement of the whole chunk of code. Without understanding of the code changed, automatic exploit becomes less likely. To address this challenge, we present SemFuzz, a novel technique leveraging vulnerability-related text (e.g., CVE reports and Linux git logs) to guide automatic generation of PoC exploits. Such an end-to-end approach is made possible by natural-language processing (NLP) based information extraction and a semantics-based fuzzing process guided by such information. Running over 112 Linux kernel flaws reported in the past five years, SemFuzz successfully triggered 18 of them, and further discovered one zero-day and one undisclosed vulnerabilities. These flaws include use-after-free, memory corruption, information leak, etc., indicating that more complicated flaws can also be automatically attacked. This finding calls into question the way vulnerability-related information is shared today.

\section*{CCS CONCEPTS}

\textbf{→ Security and privacy} \rightarrow \textbf{Software security engineering};
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\section{1 INTRODUCTION}

Today information and patches for software vulnerabilities, even those security-critical ones, are often publicly available, for the purpose of raising the awareness of these problems and facilitating their timely fixes. Unfortunately, system updates are often slow, even in the presence of security flaws, as evidenced by the recent WannaCry ransomware outbreak [22], which exploits the EternalBlue bug whose patch has been released months ago. As a result, miscreants are often given a large time frame (30 days on average [45]), during which they can leverage the information exposed by public patches to recover hidden bugs, and attack the systems yet to be patched. Indeed, research almost a decade ago [28] shows that it is possible to automatically reverse-engineer a patch to generate an exploit for the vulnerability meant to be fixed by the patch. Less understood, however, are the implications of other information, such as the reports from common vulnerabilities and exposures (CVE) systems [9], Linux git logs [15] and bug descriptions posted on forums and blogs [12–14], to this ongoing patching-exploit arms race. Particularly, from the attacker’s viewpoint, whether such information can also be leveraged for automatic construction of more complicated exploits? from the defender’s side, how to control such information leaks to make the automatic attack harder to succeed?

\section*{Challenges in automatic exploit generation}

Actually, automatic exploit generation is hard. The prior study [28] only creates the attacks on input-validation flaws, a type of bugs relatively easy to discover and fix, given their prominent feature (missing of sanitization checks). An exploit on such flaws can be constructed from a patch by seeking an input that fails the newly added checks. In other words, to generate such exploits, an automatic approach first finds a path from the program’s entry point to the new check, then recovers the constraints for reaching the check on the path. Such constraints, which are built through symbolic execution [36], are then resolved to obtain an input that fails the check and therefore is likely to cause an exploit on the vulnerability.
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Table 1: The types of vulnerability addressed in this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vulnerability Type</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information leak/disclosure</td>
<td>10.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denial of service</td>
<td>9.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Null pointer dereference</td>
<td>9.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncontrolled resource consumption</td>
<td>7.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use after free</td>
<td>6.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer overflow</td>
<td>5.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory corruption</td>
<td>4.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integer overflow</td>
<td>3.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer over-read</td>
<td>3.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improper access control</td>
<td>2.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race conditions</td>
<td>2.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeric errors</td>
<td>2.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double free</td>
<td>1.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinite loop</td>
<td>1.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deadlock</td>
<td>0.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divide by zero error</td>
<td>0.45%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compared with such input-validation flaws, other types of vulnerabilities (like uncontrolled resource consumption, deadlock, memory corruption, etc.), however, are more complicated and cannot be patched by simply adding a check. Actually, more often than not, their related vulnerable statements or even the whole chunk of code need to be replaced by the patch, making the vulnerable code hard to detect, not to mention an attempt to exploit it through the aforementioned constraints finding and resolving. To the best of our knowledge, so far, little has been done to automate the exploits of these complicated, deep program flaws.

Even for the attack on input validation, symbolic execution and constraint solving are known to be difficult. For real-world programs, path constraints leading to vulnerable program locations tend to be non-linear, oftentimes, rendering current solvers (e.g., STP [19]) hard to figure out a suitable input. Making it worse are the global variables in the target program, whose values are often assigned in one thread but used in another. Once this happens, the path constraints for reaching vulnerable code would become incomplete (given the missing assignment) and cannot be made right without looking at other threads. This, however, becomes too complicated for the current symbolic execution and constraint solving systems to handle. For example, CVE-2017-6347 reports a vulnerable function `ip_cmsg_recv_check` in Linux kernel invoked by the system call `recvfrom`. An essential condition for triggering the vulnerable function is to fill a `sk_buff` buffer, which will be referenced in the kernel structure socket. However, on the path from `recvfrom` to the vulnerable function, no such code exists, and it turns out that this is done in another system call `sendto`, which is supposed to be called before invoking `recvfrom`.

Our approach. In this paper, we demonstrate that complicated vulnerabilities can also be automatically exploited, even in the absence of sophisticated constraint solving techniques. Instead, we utilize non-code text related to a vulnerability, particularly CVE reports and Linux git logs, to extract guidances, which are found to be sufficiently informative for helping discover and trigger a set of deep bugs. Our technique, called semantics-based fuzzing (SemFuzz), automatically analyzes bug reports to create end-to-end proof-of-concept (PoC) exploits on various Linux kernel vulnerabilities, including double free, use-after-free and memory corruption, etc., as illustrated in Table 1. Compared with the prior work [28], which targets the input-validation vulnerabilities (only 5% among all the Linux kernel flaws reported in recently 2), SemFuzz is capable of handling a wide range of vulnerabilities within the kernel code. Note that unlike relatively simple programs receiving a single input (e.g., a file), as studied in the prior research, the kernel code is much more complicated, with its vulnerable component only reachable through some specific system call sequences (e.g., `sendto` and then `recvfrom`).

More specifically, given a reported vulnerability, SemFuzz first utilizes Natural Language Process (NLP) to analyze its CVE and git log reports. CVE provides a reference method for publicly known security vulnerabilities and exposures, publishing the information such as affected versions, vulnerability type, and vulnerable functions. The Linux git log includes a patch and the description about how it works. Such information is invaluable for the exploit generation process. For example, they tell us the exact version of the vulnerable program for setting up the right testing environment. More importantly, it may also explain the types of vulnerabilities, what to expect when hitting the target (crash, hang, memory corruption, etc.), the whereabouts of a vulnerable function, and even the key variables and their values for guiding the program execution toward the bug. Leveraging the information automatically collected, SemFuzz creates a call sequence reaching the vulnerable function, and then iteratively “mutates” the parameters of individual calls to move towards the patched code inside the function, until the target vulnerability is triggered.

This semantics-based, intelligent fuzzing technique turns out to be very effective. In our research, we ran our implementation over 112 Linux kernel vulnerabilities reported by CVE in the past five years. 16% of them were successfully triggered. For the remaining CVEs, although SemFuzz did not produce end-to-end PoC exploits, it automatically discovered the inputs that move the program execution towards vulnerable functions, which can significantly speed up the process to manually build exploits. Also interestingly, our approach even discovered one zero-day vulnerability and one undisclosed vulnerability, when fuzzing the kernel for triggering known flaws. These new findings have already been confirmed by the Linux kernel developer group. Our studies show that these new vulnerabilities either appear around the known flaws or are similar problems inside equivalent components (Section 6.5). The results strongly indicate that public bug descriptions today indeed leak out critical information, which can be practically utilized to generate attack instances, exploiting the vulnerabilities that cannot be attacked automatically through patch analysis alone.

Contribution. The contributions of this paper are as follows:

1Following [28], we define a proof-of-concept exploit as inputs that trigger a vulnerability to crash the target program without executing further attacks such as control-flow diversion.
2We consider the flaws that can be fixed by adding sanitization checks on inputs as input-validation vulnerabilities, as defined in the prior work [28].
were prone to such problem; and in reality, attackers can only generate patches which may let the program run in an abnormal way. Their patches are usually in the form of sanitization checks that distinguish the unsafe inputs and exclude them outside the vulnerable program code. While serving to fix vulnerabilities, patches are also exposing information of the vulnerabilities at the same time. Attackers with strong capability on vulnerability analysis may reverse engineer the patches and even generate exploits for attacks. Note that the time interval between releasing a patch on developers’ side and installing the patch on users’ side is 30 days on average [45], which gives attackers enough time to impact lots of users. The situation becomes even worse when exploits could be generated in an automatic way [28], which lowers the bar of attackers’ capability on vulnerability analysis. Fortunately, recent researches show that only input-validation vulnerabilities (5% of all vulnerabilities [6]) were prone to such problem; and in reality, attackers can only generate exploits for a subset of such vulnerabilities due to the limitation of symbolic execution [50]. However, in this paper, we are surprised to find that many vulnerability types are exposed to such problem, including uncontrolled resource consumption, deadlock, memory corruption, etc.

CVE. CVE is a reference system sponsored by US-CERT for publicly known information-security vulnerabilities and exposures [9]. Till now, it maintained more than 85,000 vulnerabilities. Each year, around 10,000 new vulnerabilities are added into the CVE system. Every user can submit descriptions (e.g., the affected product and version, the type of vulnerability, etc.) of a previously unknown vulnerability to CVE. Once the vulnerability is verified by software vendors, CVE assigns an ID to the vulnerability for reference. To maximize the protection of the affected vendors, CVE will only open vulnerability information to the public after patches are prepared. Interestingly, in this paper, we find the descriptions in CVE can actually help attackers to quickly generate PoC exploits, rather than simply serving as a reference system.

Fuzzing. Fuzzing is an automated testing technique that feeds manipulated inputs (e.g., random ones) to a software program [53]. By observing the execution of a program, the tool of fuzzing (also called fuzzer) reports a vulnerability whenever an abnormal run (e.g., crash) is captured. Since fuzzing all the inputs of a program is almost impossible, it is vital to choose a relatively small subset of inputs that could still trigger the vulnerability. To fit this need, a fuzzer should try to collect various kinds of valuable information to guide the fuzzing process. Some recent studies observe that the running status of a program could assist the selection of inputs to avoid redundant runs [27, 49]. In this paper, we find that, besides the running status, the non-code descriptions in CVE and Linux git logs can also help the fuzzer to avoid unnecessary runs, saving a lot of time in the fuzzing process. In particular, we use the semantics-based approach (e.g., NLP) to automatically analyze the description and extract necessary information for feeding to the fuzzer.

2 BACKGROUND

Vulnerability and Patch. A vulnerability is a weakness in software or hardware components which allows an attacker to reduce a system’s information assurance [20]. By exploiting such vulnerabilities, attackers could alter system resources or affect their operations, compromising integrity or availability. The consequences of attacks include millions of dollars lost in banks [1], billions of users’ privacy leakage [5], etc. To mitigate the impacts of vulnerabilities, patches are designed to address them. For example, a program containing input-validation vulnerabilities [11] accepts unsafe inputs which may let the program run in an abnormal way. Their patches are usually in the form of sanitization checks that distinguish the unsafe inputs and exclude them outside the vulnerable program code. While serving to fix vulnerabilities, patches are also exposing information of the vulnerabilities at the same time. Attackers with strong capability on vulnerability analysis may reverse engineer the patches and even generate exploits for attacks. Note that the time interval between releasing a patch on developers’ side and installing the patch on users’ side is 30 days on average [45], which gives attackers enough time to impact lots of users. The situation becomes even worse when exploits could be generated in an automatic way [28], which lowers the bar of attackers’ capability on vulnerability analysis. Fortunately, recent researches show that only input-validation vulnerabilities (5% of all vulnerabilities [6]) were prone to such problem; and in reality, attackers can only generate exploits for a subset of such vulnerabilities due to the limitation of symbolic execution [50]. However, in this paper, we are surprised to find that many vulnerability types are exposed to such problem, including uncontrolled resource consumption, deadlock, memory corruption, etc.

3 SEMFUZZ: DESIGN OVERVIEW

To address the challenges in triggering deep vulnerabilities, our solution is to fuzz the target program by leveraging semantic information collected from vulnerability-related text sources. In this way, we can avoid generating and solving complicated constraints on inputs and also leverage new knowledge discovered to guide exploit construction. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 1, which involves two main stages: (1) semantic information retrieving and (2) semantics-based fuzzing.

Specifically, given a vulnerability in the Linux kernel, as documented by CVE, the first step is to extract useful semantic information about the vulnerability from the descriptions in its CVE and its corresponding Linux git log. Such information includes affected version, vulnerability type, vulnerable functions, critical variables and system calls. Then, SemFuzz loads the target kernel (with the affected version) and fuzzes it using elaborately constructed test cases. The seed input (for the test cases) is first generated using the system call information collected from the text descriptions. During the fuzzing process, SemFuzz monitors the runtime status of the target kernel and mutates the inputs using the vulnerable
function and critical variable information, in an attempt to trigger the vulnerability. Once an anomalous event (defined corresponding to the vulnerability type) is observed, an alert will be issued to indicate the PoC exploit is successfully generated.

Example. Figure 2 presents an example that demonstrates how SemFuzz works on a given vulnerability (CVE-2017-6347). The top-left part of the figure shows the CVE description of the vulnerability and the bottom-left part is the content of its Linux git log, which is linked to the CVE through “patch commit id”. In the CVE description, “Linux kernel before 4.10.1” indicates the affected version. SemFuzz first starts a virtual machine with a pre-installed kernel 4.10 (the latest version before 4.10.1) and prepares the fuzzing environments. Using the concepts (i.e., “MSG_MORE”, “loopback”, “UDP”) discovered from the descriptions, SemFuzz builds the seed input (system call sequence) “socket(AF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM, 0), sendto(..., MSG_MORE, ..., INADDR_LOOPBACK, ...)” to fuzz the kernel (Section 4). During this process, our approach continues to mutate the inputs, based on the information extracted from the patch (e.g., control-flow graph of the vulnerable function) and the feedback from monitoring the critical variables (“skb.len”), so as to reach the vulnerable function (“ip_cmsg_recv_checksum”) as mentioned by the CVE, and further trigger the buffer over-read vulnerability (as described by the vulnerability type). Details of the mutation strategies are illustrated in Section 5.

Scope and assumption. SemFuzz is designed to automatically generate a PoC exploit from a Linux kernel patch with the help of vulnerability descriptions in CVE and Linux git log. Our current implementation can handle several types of common vulnerabilities, including use-after-free, information leak/disclosure, null pointer dereference, etc. (see Table 1 for the full list). The objective here is to generate inputs to trigger known vulnerabilities, though the technique also helps us discover a few similar but unknown flaws (Section 6.5).

4 SEMANTIC INFORMATION RETRIEving

As mentioned earlier, semantic information (including affected version, vulnerability type, vulnerable functions, critical variables and system calls) all comes from the text content of CVE and Linux git log 3. Such content is in natural language, without a well-defined structure. Therefore, direct extraction of knowledge, through syntactic means such as regular expression based string match, does not work well, due to the semantic ambiguity of some content components. As an example, “read” can be a verb (e.g., in the phrase “buffer over read”) or a noun (e.g., in the sentence “by a read system call”). Also, the simple approach (string matching) fails to consider the dependency relations between words in a sentence. For example, in the sentence “the whole skb len is dangerous”, the word “skb” modifies “len”, indicating that len is a field in the skb structure. To accurately recover such target information, we utilize Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques, including Part-of-Speech (POS) Tagging, Phrase Parsing and Syntactic Parsing. Specifically, SemFuzz builds a parse tree to recognize the POS tag of each word and to identify the syntactic clause in a sentence for semantic analysis. Using these techniques, we show that target vulnerability information can be accurately identified. Below we elaborate how our approach works.

Generating parse tree. The parse tree is an ordered, rooted tree that represents the syntactic structure of a sentence according to a Context-Free Grammar (CoFG) [30]: the root of the parse tree is labeled as the start of the tree; interior nodes are labeled as non-terminals (e.g., “VP” for verb phrase, “NP” for noun phrase, etc.), representing syntactically correlated word sequences or phrases; and the leaves of the tree are labeled as terminals (e.g., “JJ” for adjective, “NN” for noun, etc.), representing individual words of this sentence.

In our research, we use the NLP tool pyStatParser [18] to learn the Probabilistic Context-Free Grammar (PCoFG) from the Penn Treebanks [40] and generate a parse tree for each sentence in the CVE and git log. Figure 2 shows part of a parse tree for a sentence in the git log of CVE-2017-6347. The root of the tree is “S”, representing a sentence. The left child of the root is a noun phrase (NP), and the right child of the root is a verb phrase (VP). We can see that concatenating the leaves from left to right constitutes the whole sentence.

Figure 2: CVE description and Linux git log of CVE-2017-6347.
sentence "the whole skb len is dangerous". The parent node of each leaf (i.e., the word in the sentence) is the word's POS tag. Using the parse tree, SemFuzz can understand the meaning of each word and the relationship between those words. For example, when SemFuzz checks the noun phrase in a subtree, it will find that the word skb as an adjective describes the noun len, which further helps SemFuzz to find out that len is a field of the structure skb (see "Retrieving critical variables" in this Section). At this time, SemFuzz is ready to retrieve necessary information for fuzzing.

**Retrieving affected version.** Affected version is the Linux kernel version that contains the given CVE vulnerability, which is necessary for SemFuzz to set up the execution environment. In most cases, it is in the form of "Linux kernel 4.10.11" or "kernel 4.1". Note that such version information cannot be directly acquired from git log commit id, since it only gives the release candidate version (e.g., 4.10-rc8) but not the specific release version (e.g., 4.10.1). To extract the release version, SemFuzz first identifies the version number with the following regular expression: "\d(,\d{1,2})?\d{2}(,\d{3})?\d{1}"", which could match words like "4.1", "4.1.1", "4.x" and "4.1.x". Then SemFuzz locates the clause containing the version number in the parse tree and checks whether it also includes the term "Linux" or "kernel". If so, SemFuzz views the version number as the affected version. Otherwise, the version number may belong to other applications (e.g., "gcc 4.1"). Sometimes, a preposition can be found before the version number (e.g., "before 4.10.2"). In this case, we use the nearest version that meets the condition (e.g., "4.10.1" here). Note that it is also possible that two version numbers are in the same clause (e.g., "Linux kernel 4.4.22 through 4.4.28"). In this case, we choose the latest version number among the two as the affected version (i.e., "4.4.27 in this case). In this way, the affected version can be successfully identified.

**Retrieving vulnerability type.** Vulnerability type indicates the anomalous event that SemFuzz needs to observe in the fuzzing process. Examples of the vulnerability type include "use after free", "double free", "memory consumption", etc. To retrieve such information, we first define a list of candidate types and try to find them in the content of CVE and git log. Specifically, to define the candidate types, we use the Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE), which is a community-developed list of common software security weaknesses [10]. It commonly serves as a baseline for weakness identification, mitigation, and prevention efforts. There are about 70 types of Linux kernel related CWEs in total, and we select 16 of them as shown in Table 1. Then SemFuzz looks for the CWE in the clauses identified by the parse tree. SemFuzz only focuses on NP (noun phrase) of the parse tree, where CWEs are most likely to appear. Once the vulnerability type cannot be retrieved from the parse tree, SemFuzz tries to retrieve National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [17] using the CVE number as the keyword. From the **Technical Details** field in the search results, SemFuzz can get the vulnerability type.

**Retrieving vulnerable functions.** A vulnerable function contains vulnerable code, which is the patched function in the git log. Identifying vulnerable function helps SemFuzz to set up the mutation strategy on inputs, which further increases the performance of fuzzing. To retrieve such a function, SemFuzz compares the unpatched version of the Linux kernel with the patched one (indicated in the git log), and locates the revised functions as the candidate vulnerable functions. We further locate the real ones based on the following observation: (1) if a patched function is also mentioned in the CVE description, this function is more likely to be the vulnerable function; (2) if a variable mentioned in the CVE description or patch description, it is more likely to be related to the vulnerable function. Therefore, SemFuzz firstly searches for the name of patched functions in the parse tree, and treats the one discovered as the vulnerable function. If nothing is found, SemFuzz compares the nouns in the parse tree with the variables in the patched functions. Any match is considered to be the vulnerable function. For example, in Figure 2, only the ip_cmsg_recv_checksum function is mentioned in CVE, it is treated as the vulnerable function.

**Retrieving critical variables.** We define a variable as a critical variable if it meets the following two conditions: (1) it appears in a (unpatched) vulnerable function; and (2) is also mentioned in the description of CVE or git log. The critical variable is closely related to the vulnerability, and may even be the root of the vulnerability. In the example shown in Figure 2, "skb.len" is the critical variable. To locate such variables, SemFuzz first extracts all the variables from an unpatched vulnerable function, and builds a symbol table which contains the variables and their type information. Then, SemFuzz checks whether any variable in the symbol table also appears in the clauses in the parse tree. Note that a variable must be a noun or an adjective in a phrase. SemFuzz will not consider words with other POS, such as the preposition or subordinating conjunction. When a word indicating a structure variable modifies the other word (e.g., in "skb.len", skb modifies len), SemFuzz will search the structure to find the most likely field that matches the modified word.

**Retrieving system calls.** As mentioned previously, system calls play a vital role in our fuzzing of Linux kernel. Most vulnerable functions inside the kernel are triggered by system calls. One may consider randomly selecting different system calls for fuzzing. However, considering there are around 400 system calls with more than 1500 parameters, the search space of the call combinations, together with their parameters, is too large for finding the right input to trigger the vulnerability. A randomly selected sequence of system calls (also with randomly selected values of parameters) as inputs is almost always impossible to trigger the vulnerability. After manually checking more than 100 CVEs and their corresponding Linux git logs, we find that each system call mentioned in CVE or git log may either trigger the vulnerable function or set up the running environment that is necessary for triggering the vulnerability. Therefore, correctly retrieving system calls from the description of CVE or git log will greatly improve the performance of the fuzzing. One simple idea to retrieve system calls is to get the list of Linux system call names and look for them in the description. However, this approach may miss a large amount of valuable information. For the example in Section 3, the content mentions no name of any system call. But the three keywords ("MSG_MORE", "loopback", "UDP") in the content can actually help readers to recall the system call sendto and the system call socket due to the correlation.

---

1 In the rare case that the semantics of the fields is given in natural language (e.g., "length" for "len"), we can still capture them from their comments in the structure, which are often there (e.g., structure skb_buff has a comment "@len: length of actual data").
between them. To build such correlation, our idea is to customize NLP for recovering syscall-related information. Particularly, we built a knowledge base (the relations among system calls and their parameters) for correlating the keywords in CVE or git log descriptions to domain-specific concepts (e.g., linking MSG_MORE to the flags parameter of the sendto system call). Below we elaborate the details of our approach.

SemFuzz first correlates a system call with its return type and the types of parameters. If the type is an enumeration, the values of parameter should also be included. Such correlation can be automatically achieved by parsing Linux Programmer Manual (LPM) [16] which contains the prototype of every Linux system call. A prototype is a declaration of a function that specifies the function’s name, number of parameters, data types of parameters, and return type. The format of a declaration is fixed, and it always appears in the SYNOPSIS field in LPM. For parameters of the enumeration type, all possible enumeration values are presented in the DESCRIPTION field in LPM. What SemFuzz needs to do is to parse all the documents of LPM, extracting the prototype of system calls and the enumeration values of parameters. An example is shown in the left part of Figure 3, which is a manual page for the system call sendto. From the figure, we can see that the system call sendto has six parameters, as shown in the SYNOPSIS field. The parameter flags is an enumeration with values show in the DESCRIPTION field (e.g., MSG_MORE). Each value of the enumeration is connected to sendto. Also the parameter dest_addr is a pointer to sockaddr. The structure sockaddr and its fields (which are extracted from the code) are related to sendto.

Besides correlating a system call with its prototype and possible enumeration values, SemFuzz also checks the SEE ALSO field in LPM, which usually contains other information (e.g., the protocol that a system call may use). For example, in Figure 3, the SEE ALSO field of the sendto system call includes other LPM pages such as tcp, udp and ip. These pages describe the related values of system calls’ parameters. Generally, two fields need to be taken care. The first one is the SYNOPSIS field, which gives typical sample code of system calls with specific values of its parameters. SemFuzz connects the page’s name (e.g., ip and udp) with the contents in SYNOPSIS. In the example of udp (see bottom-right of Figure 3), SemFuzz correlates the keyword udp with the system call “socket(AF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM, 0)”. The second field is the DESCRIPTION field in the page. Sometimes, it gives special values of critical structures. For example, in the ip page (see top-right of Figure 3), SemFuzz recognizes INADDR_LOOPBACK as a special value of the ip address, which can be used to fill the dest_addr parameter of the sendto system call. After analyzing all the pages in this way, SemFuzz is able to retrieve a system call and its parameters when its keyword is identified in the leaves of the parse tree with POS label NN (i.e., noun). Recall that UDP is used in the CVE description (see Figure 2), SemFuzz can generate the system call with its parameters as follows: “socket(AF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM, 0)”.

SemFuzz also correlates a system call with other system calls. As we know, the parameters of a system call A may be the return value of another system call B. As a result, only after B is executed, A can run with the output of B. SemFuzz bridges the correlations between two system calls when the parameter name of a system call equals the name of another system call’s return variable. In this way, when a system call is identified from the description of CVE or git log, any correlated system calls could also be included. Note that this operation may map one keyword to several system calls. When this situation happens, SemFuzz selects the system call that can cover the most keywords. For example, the first parameter of the system call sendto is sockfd, which equals the name of the return variable of the system call socket and the system call accept. Compared

---

Footnote:
One may think about getting system call prototype from the header files. However, header files do not have information about system call dependencies and the values of parameters and their relations. For example, MSG_MORE can only be used in sendto after calling socket (to establish connection). Such information cannot be found from header files.

---

Figure 3: Example of collecting system call information from Linux Programmer Manual.
with accept, socket can cover more keywords (e.g., udp). In that case, when sendto is retrieved, socket should also be extracted.

Using this approach, SemFuzz automatically analyzes 1082 LPM pages, and correlates 373 system calls with more than 2000 keywords, which is five more times than only using system call names as the keywords. From our evaluation of 112 CVEs, SemFuzz can successfully retrieve the system calls for 96 (86%) of them for further fuzzing.

5 SEMANTICS-GUIDED FUZZING

SemFuzz extracts necessary information, or guidances, from non-code text in CVE and Linux git log, to guide the fuzzing process. Particularly, the retrieved “affected version” helps SemFuzz to set up the right testing environment. Then SemFuzz generates the first input (i.e., the seed input) using the retrieved “system calls”. In the fuzzing process, SemFuzz performs a coarse mutation on the inputs to find a system call sequence that can move the execution towards the “vulnerable functions”. After that, SemFuzz continues to perform a fine-grained mutation on the system call sequence by monitoring the “critical variables”, until the target vulnerability is found to be triggered, according to the signs of the attack result specified by the “vulnerability type”.

5.1 Setting up the Testing Environment

The tasks of setting up the testing environment include: running the vulnerable Linux kernel version and observing the execution status of the Linux kernel. The first task is to load a vulnerable Linux kernel and make a sequence of system calls. As we know, a kernel cannot load itself, so we build a Linux kernel inside a virtual machine and let SemFuzz load it from outside (i.e., on the host machine), as shown in Figure 4. In particular, we pre-build 103 Linux kernel versions to avoid the redundant building for time saving. When the “affected version” is retrieved from the CVE description, the out-box loader of SemFuzz loads the corresponding version. Then the in-box feeder of SemFuzz feeds the target kernel with a sequence of system calls. Such feeding can be achieved by a user-level application installed in the Linux operating system (inside the virtual machine). What the application does is to invoke system calls according to the given system call sequence.

The second task is to observe the execution status of the kernel, including the executed functions, values of critical variables and the abnormal events of the kernel, which is essential for feeding back to SemFuzz as the further guidance of the input mutation. Similar to the first task, SemFuzz works both inside and outside the virtual machine. (a) To monitor the executed functions, an in-box observer of SemFuzz leverages system support called KCOV (kernel code coverage) [3], which is designed to track the executed code in Linux kernel. (b) Tracking the critical variables in kernel is much more complicated than expected. One idea is to add instrumentation code around the variable in the source code. When the code runs, it gives the value of the variable. However, this approach is not flexible since the kernel has to be recompiled each time when SemFuzz needs to observe a different variable. One may also think of dynamic instrumentation which, in runtime, locates the target variable and instruments code around it. However, such variable may not be locatable since it would get optimized out when the kernel is compiled. To solve this problem, our basic idea is to observe the parameters of a kernel function instead of the critical variables. Compared with a variable inside a kernel function, function parameters will not be optimized out. In detail, we statically perform backward intra-procedure data-flow and control-flow analysis on the critical variables, trying to find the parameters that the critical variables depend on. For example, in Figure 2, the variable skb.len is the critical variable retrieved from CVE, which data depends on the function parameter skb. So SemFuzz dynamically instruments the parameter skb in the function ip, cmsg recv, checksum. When the function is invoked, the value of the parameter can be obtained. (c) To capture an abnormal event (e.g., memory corruption) of the kernel, SemFuzz lets the out-box observer watch the kernel outside the virtual machine. Once an abnormal event happens, SemFuzz will be alerted.

In our implementation, we built SemFuzz based on the state-of-the-art Linux system call fuzzer, called Syzkaller [4]. Regarding the in-box observer, Syzkaller can directly call the API of KCOV and gets the execution status of the kernel. Besides this, Syzkaller can perform the fuzzing by randomly adding, removing or changing a system call together with its parameter(s) in the sequence. We implemented the seed input generation and the strategy of mutating the seed input according to the non-code text in CVE and Linux git log (see Section 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4), which greatly improves the performance of fuzzing for over 1.6 times (see Section 6.3). As for out-box observer, Syzkaller monitors whether the kernel crashes or hangs, and also checks the output of the internal kernel error detectors (e.g., KASAN for detecting memory errors and UBSAN for detecting undefined behaviors such as integer overflow). SemFuzz retrieves the report of Syzkaller to check whether the behavior specified by the target vulnerability type occurs (e.g., KASAN generates a bug report “KASAN: Double free or freeing an invalid pointer”, indicating the double free vulnerability is triggered).

5.2 Generating Seed Input

Before starting the fuzzing process, an initial seed input should be generated. A good seed input can move the execution of the target kernel closer to the vulnerable function, improving the performance of the later mutation process. Different from randomly generating a seed input by traditional fuzzing approaches, SemFuzz leverages “system calls” retrieved from CVE and git log. Although such system...
calls are highly related to the vulnerability, they are insufficient for building the whole input to trigger the vulnerability by themselves. Thus, other necessary information should also be included to build a suitable seed input. For example, using the description of CVE-2017-6347, SemFuzz generates the system calls socket and sendto. However, between executing socket and sendto, the system call bind must be executed to assign a local socket address to the socket. Particularly, the seed input is built through the following two steps. Firstly, all the retrieved system calls (along with the retrieved values of parameters) are put together as an incomplete seed input. If the parameter is a structure, we fill each field in the structure. For enumeration fields, we fill them with the related enumeration values learned from LPM. For other fields, we populated them with random values compatible with their types. Secondly, SemFuzz correlates other system calls with the retrieved ones, and puts them into the seed input. As mentioned in Section 4, SemFuzz correlates two system calls if one’s parameters are returned from another one. Here, we further extend such correlation to the system calls that share the same type of system resources (e.g., files, sockets). In this way, all the related system calls are put together in the seed input. Although this may bring some useless system calls to trigger the vulnerability, it increases the probability to hit the vulnerable functions.

5.3 Coarse-level Mutation
The goal of this step is to generate an input that could let the execution reach the vulnerable function. Different from symbolic execution that generates inputs by solving the constraints on the path from the program start to the vulnerable function, fuzzing achieves this in a “mutate-and-check” way, that is, continuously mutating inputs and checking whether the vulnerable function is reached. In this way, a good strategy of mutation can greatly increase the fuzzing speed. Our idea is to leverage the guidance “system calls” and “vulnerable functions”. We start with the seed input and mutate it for fuzzing. We refer to each running using an input as a fuzzing instance. Then for each instance, we observe the execution of Linux kernel through the in-box observer, and measure the distance between the vulnerable functions and the execution trace of the fuzzing instance. The input corresponding to the shortest distance is chosen as a new seed input for another round of fuzzing until any vulnerable function is reached.

Formally speaking, let VUL be the set of vulnerable functions. Given a vulnerable function \( f \in VUL \), we construct its reverse call graph by performing backward reachability analysis on \( f \). Particularly, we modify GCC to collect call information during kernel compilation. We consider function pointers but ignore callbacks. The caller is linked to all candidate callees having the same prototype specified by the function pointer under a path-insensitive and context-insensitive pointer analysis. In the generated graph, each node represents a function that can reach \( f \), and each edge connecting two nodes \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) means that \( n_2 \) is directly called by \( n_1 \). We define the distance of two nodes \( \text{dist}(n_1, n_2) \) as the number of the nodes in the shortest path between \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \). A special situation is that, when \( n_1 == n_2 \), the \( \text{dist} \) equals to 1. Let \( \text{RCG}(f) \) be the set of functions in the reverse call graph of \( f \), \( \text{KCOV}(s) \) be the set of functions that are executed in a fuzzing instance using the input \( s \). For \( \forall g \in \text{KCOV}(s) \), we define its priority \( \text{prio} \) to \( f \) as:

\[
\text{prio}(g) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{\text{dist}(g, f)}, & \text{if } g \in \text{RCG}(f) \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Then, the priority of the system call sequence \( s \) is defined as:

\[
\text{prio}(s) = \max_{f \in \text{VUL}} \{ \text{prio}(g) \mid g \in \text{KCOV}(s) \}
\]

In this way, the priority of a candidate system call sequence is represented in the range \([0, 1]\), where 0 means the system call sequence is not likely to reach the vulnerable functions, while 1 means the system call sequence reaches to the vulnerable functions.

For the case of CVE-2017-6347, the vulnerable function is \textit{ipmsg_recv_checksum}, whose reverse call graph is shown in Figure 5. Consider two system call sequences \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \). The former one \( s_1 \) can reach the function \textit{udp_recvmsg}, whose distance to the vulnerable function is 3, hence \( \text{prio}(s_1) = 1/3 \). The latter one \( s_2 \) can reach the function \textit{inet_recv_error}, whose distance to the vulnerable function is 4, hence \( \text{prio}(s_2) = 1/4 \). By comparing \( \text{prio}(s_1) \) and \( \text{prio}(s_2) \), we prefer to choose \( s_1 \) instead of \( s_2 \) as the candidate input for further mutation.

5.4 Fine-grained Mutation
After finding an input \( I \) that lets the kernel run the vulnerable function, SemFuzz continues to mutate the input with the feedback from monitoring the “critical variables”. Basically, SemFuzz does not add new system calls or delete any existing system calls in \( I \). What SemFuzz does is to mutate the values of the system call parameters, and to repeat existing system calls, which is then called fine-grained mutation. Regarding observing the “critical variables”, recall that the in-box observer cannot directly monitor the changes of critical variables (Section 5.1). So SemFuzz only observes the function parameters that the critical variables depend on, to check whether the values are impacted when a given input is executed. Similar to the coarse-level mutation, SemFuzz needs to determine whether an input is “better” than others. If so, the input will be...
selected and used for future mutations. We measure the input quality using the distance between basic blocks. As we know, a basic block is a sequence of instructions with no branches in except to the entry and no branches out except at the exit [25]. A function can be represented as a control flow graph, in which each node is a basic block and each edge between two basic blocks indicates there is a control flow relationship between them. We measure the distance between two basic blocks ($b_1$ and $b_2$) by the number of basic blocks in the shortest path from $b_1$ to $b_2$, denoted as $\text{dist}_B(b_1, b_2)$.

A special situation is that, when $b_1 \rightarrow b_2$, $\text{dist}_B$ equals to 1. In this way, we can define the priority of an input as follows.

Given a vulnerable function $f \in \text{VUL}$ with an entry point $e$, Suppose the patched code of function $f$ is in the set of basic blocks $\text{PATCH} = \{p_1, p_2, ..., p_n\}$. Let $\text{KCOV}_B(s)$ be the set of covered basic blocks in a system call sequence $s$. For $v_b \in \text{KCOV}_B(s)$, we define its priority $\text{prio}^f$ to a patched block $p \in \text{PATCH}$ as:

$$prio^f_p(b) = \begin{cases} \frac{\text{dist}_B(e, b) \times 100}{\text{dist}_B(e, b) + \text{dist}_B(b, p) - 1}, & \text{if } e \rightarrow b \text{ and } b \rightarrow p \\ 1, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

where $e \rightarrow b$ means there is a path from the entry $e$ to the basic block $b$, and $b \rightarrow p$ means there is a path from the basic block $b$ to patched basic block $p$. The priority of the system call sequence $s$ is defined as:

$$\text{prio}'(s) = \max_{f \in \text{VUL}, p \in \text{PATCH}} \{\text{prio}^f_p(b) | b \in \text{KCOV}_B(s)\}$$

From this definition, the priority of a given system call sequence can be represented in the range $[1, 100]$, where 1 means the patched code is less likely to be reached, while 100 means the patched code is reached. The higher the value, the more likely that the patched code could be reached. SemFuzz chooses the input that has the highest value for further fuzzing.

We take CVE-2017-6347 as an example. The critical variable of the vulnerable function ip_cmsg_recvchecksum is skb.len, where skb is the parameter of the function. Consider two system call sequences $s_1$ and $s_2$. The former one can reach a basic block whose distance to the function entry is 95 in a path with distance 100 (from the function entry to the patched basic block). Then the $\text{prio}'$($s_1$) = (95/100) × 100 = 95. The latter one $s_2$ can reach a basic block whose distance to the function entry is 90 in the same path. Then the $\text{prio}'$($s_2$) = (90/100) × 100 = 90. Thus, we prefer to choose $s_1$ instead of $s_2$ for fine-grained mutation. We randomly select a mutation operation on $s_1$ to generate a new system call sequence $s'_1$. When executing $s'_1$, we observe the len field of the skb parameter. If its value is changed, we prioritize the selected operation in further mutations. Figure 6 shows a system call sequence in the fine-grained mutation process. For brevity, we omit some tedious parameters in the figure, and use loopback to present the sock_addr structure assigned with the loop back address (i.e., 127.0.0.1). The feedback from the in-box observer indicates that by mutating the parameter buff of the system call sendto (line 7), the skb.len will be impacted. So SemFuzz focuses on such a mutation and finally triggers the vulnerability when the buff argument is fulfilling with more than 512 bytes data.

6 EVALUATION AND FINDINGS

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness and performance of SemFuzz. Also included is the evaluation on the accuracy of the retrieved information using natural language processing, which supports the high performance of SemFuzz. Interestingly, two unknown vulnerabilities were found in this process, which were presented in the case study. We demonstrate that the leaked information from CVE and Linux git log could help attackers to automatically generate PoC exploits.

6.1 Settings

CVEs and Linux git logs. We collected the CVEs in last five years that target x86/x86_64 Linux kernel from version 4.0 to the latest version 4.11. We filtered out the vulnerabilities that require specific devices to trigger (e.g., CVE-2016-2782 requires a specific USB device that lacks a bulk-in or interrupt-in endpoint) and the logical vulnerabilities whose abnormal behaviors cannot be directly observed (e.g., bypass the intended file system access restriction as shown in CVE-2015-8660). Finally, we got 112 CVEs, which covers the most common vulnerability types (e.g., double free, use-after-free, buffer over-read and buffer overflow, etc., as shown in Table 1) and various subsystems (e.g., networking, file system, keys, etc.) of the Linux kernel. For each CVE, we collected the corresponding Linux git log, including the log message and patching code.

We compiled 103 versions of Linux kernel from 4.0 to 4.11 with the a1yesconfig configuration while opting out the test modules that may crash the kernel. To support the code coverage collection, we enabled the KCOV functionality, which was introduced into the kernel since version 4.6. We ported the KCOV functionality to the old kernels before 4.6. We also enabled internal kernel error detectors (e.g., KASAN detector and the UBSAN detector) to enhance the ability of SemFuzz in capturing abnormal behaviors.

Computing environment. All the experiments were run on a 64-bit Ubuntu server with 40 cores (2.3GHz Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2650), 256GB memory and 70TB hard drive. For each CVE, the fuzzing process continued for 48 hours or until the given vulnerability is successfully triggered.

6.2 Effectiveness

Effective of exploit generation. We evaluated the number of CVEs from which SemFuzz successfully generates the PoC exploits, indicating the effectiveness of this end-to-end approach. Further, we made a deep analysis on the rest CVEs to check why SemFuzz does not work.
not trigger the vulnerabilities. This gives us further understanding on both our approach and the descriptions of CVEs/Linux git logs. SemFuzz successfully generated PoC exploits for 18 (16%) CVEs, including use-after-free, null pointer deference, buffer over-read, etc. The details of these 18 CVEs are shown in Table 4 in Appendix.

The affected Linux versions and vulnerable functions are correctly pointed out. Interestingly, we note that only 5 of the 18 CVEs have been studied and the corresponding exploits were released on the Internet, which shows that most of the exploits are not generated or only owned by very few attackers. We then compared the exploits from Internet and ours. Actually, we find the sequences of system calls between them are not the same. Neither the values of the parameters. One reason is that the vulnerable function can be triggered in different execution traces.

For the rest 94 CVEs, we analyzed the intermediate results. We found 49% (46/94) of them give correct inputs that can lead the execution to the vulnerable functions. 20% (19/94) of them give correct inputs that can even let the execution run to the patched basic block in the vulnerable functions. We manually examined why SemFuzz does not generate PoC exploits for these CVEs and found that it is mainly due to two reasons. Firstly, some vulnerabilities can only be triggered when the inputs (especially the parameters of system calls) meet some specific conditions, which is hard for SemFuzz to generate in limited time. Secondly, some vulnerabilities are only possible if race conditions can occur. Still SemFuzz needs more time to trigger such conditions due to non-determinism of concurrent executions. Researches on augmenting fuzzing through selective symbolic execution [52] and manipulating thread scheduling [29, 58] could help further improve the performance of SemFuzz.

**Effective of semantic information retrieving.** In this part, we measured whether the extracted semantic information is accurate and whether there is any important information missed by our natural language processing. This evaluation was performed for each guidance. In general, we compared the retrieved information with manually retrieved ones from the descriptions of CVEs and Linux git logs, and computed the precision and recall. Details are elaborated in Table 2.

For “affected version” and “vulnerability type”, we found the extracted information is very accurate, with 100% precision and 100% recall. That is, our NLP-based approach can correctly retrieve the affected version and vulnerability type from all the CVEs. For the “vulnerable functions”, SemFuzz can always find them by comparing the patched code with the original one (i.e., with 100% recall). Considering some of the identified “vulnerable functions” may not be related to the vulnerable code, we manually checked them on such relationship. The results show that 85.59% of the identified vulnerable functions have relation to the vulnerable code. For the “critical variables”, we evaluated our NLP tool (for extracting the variables) by manually comparing the descriptions with the variables identified. The results show that the precision is 82.5% and the recall is 86.84%, which means our NLP-based approach can provide precise guidance of the critical variables.

To measure the precision and recall of “system calls”, for each vulnerability, we first manually analyze its CVE and git log descriptions to extract the necessary system calls (for triggering the vulnerability) as the ground truth (S1). Then we compare whether the retrieved “system calls” by our NLP tool (S2) consist with S1. For a system call in S2 but not in S1, we treat it as a false positive. If a system call is correctly identified but with wrong parameter value, we also treat it as a false positive. On the other hand, if a system call is in S1 but not in S2, we treat it as a false negative. Also, if a system call is correctly identified but the parameter value specified in S1 is not retrieved in S2, we treat it as a false negative. Based on this, the precision is 84.34% and recall is 95.89%. After further analyzing the descriptions, we found that the main reason of false positive is that the names of some system calls are ambiguous. For example, CVE-2016-7915 says “by connecting a device”. SemFuzz mistakes the word “connecting” as a connect system call. However, the verb “connect” here actually does not indicate the connect system call since the object of the verb is “a device”, which is irrelevant with network communication. The main reason of false negative is the missing of connection between the value of parameter and its description. For example, CVE-2015-8539 says “via crafted keyctl commands that negatively instantiate a key”. From the semantics of “negatively instantiate a key”, an experienced analyst is able to infer that the value of the parameter operation in the system
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<td>Vuln. Functions</td>
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<td>Critical Variables</td>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CVE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2015-0275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2015-1333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2015-5706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2015-6937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2015-7872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2015-7990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-0728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-10147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-3134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-3841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-4482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-4794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-6213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-8646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-9555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-9793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2017-6074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2017-6347</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
call keyctl is KEYCTL_NEGATE. SemFuzz does not build the connection between the keyword KEYCTL_NEGATE and its description “negatively instantiate a key”, which could be identified once the description is parsed in the future.

6.3 Performance

We measured the performance of SemFuzz and compared it with the official version of Syzkaller [4], a state-of-art Linux system call fuzzer. The default configuration of Syzkaller is to randomly select system calls to test. To be fair, for each vulnerability, we configure Syzkaller to test the system calls correlated to the vulnerable subsystem. For example, if the vulnerability is in the networking subsystem, we enable Syzkaller to test all network-related system calls.

Table 3 gives the results. For the 18 CVEs, the average time for SemFuzz to generate a PoC exploit is 13.2 hours. As a compassion, Syzkaller can only generate exploits for 7 CVEs. Further, we analyzed the time consumption in each stage in the fuzzing process. The time for SemFuzz to extract information and prepare for the first seed input is less than 0.1 seconds, which is negligible compared to the later fuzzing process. For Syzkaller, it does not need this step. Then we measured the time needed to generate the first input that could let the execution reach the vulnerable function. On average, it takes SemFuzz 1.8 hours in this step. Syzkaller can only generate such inputs for 14 CVEs within the time limit, and the average time is 5.2 hours, which is 1.9 times slower than SemFuzz. The last step is to mutate the input to trigger the vulnerabilities, which takes SemFuzz 13.2 hours. Still, Syzkaller can only handle 7 vulnerabilities with the average time of 33.9 hours (1.6 times slower than SemFuzz). From the analysis, we found our coarse-level and fine-grained mutation strategies are very helpful, mainly due to the semantic information from CVEs and git logs.

6.4 Findings

We explored to understand the relationship between guidances and the PoC exploits. To this end, we studied the existence of guidances and its impact on the automatic PoC exploit generation of SemFuzz. This understanding helps to release a CVE and git log without facilitating potential attackers to automatically generate exploits. We also found two unknown vulnerabilities in the fuzzing process, which have already been confirmed by the Linux kernel developer group.

Guidances and the exploits. For the five guidances, “affected version” and “vulnerability type” can always be found in CVE and git log. Hence, we focus on the rest three guidances (i.e., the vulnerable functions, critical variables and system calls). Figure 7 (a)-(c) shows the impact of each guidance.

Figure 7(a) shows how the “vulnerable functions” affects the exploit generation. Interestingly, more vulnerable functions decrease the possibility to generate a vulnerability. Note that vulnerable functions are those touched by a patch. However, likely only one of them is exploitable. In other cases, these functions may need to be invoked in a certain order to reach the vulnerability. Either way, the problem here is more complicated (than a single vulnerable function), making the underlying vulnerability harder to trigger. For the 18 CVEs from which SemFuzz generates PoC exploits, 13 of them have only one vulnerable function. The mutation processes of them are more concentrated.

Figure 7(b) demonstrates how the “critical variables” affects the exploit generation. In the five cases (i.e., CVE-2015-5706, CVE-2016-0728, CVE-2016-6213, CVE-2016-8646, and CVE-2016-9555), when the critical variable is missing, the PoC exploits can still be generated. When there is only one critical variable, the number of generated PoC exploits is maximized. More critical variables will decrease the number of PoC exploits, similar to our observations of “vulnerable functions”.

Figure 7(c) gives the ratio of successful exploits using only system calls and using both system calls and the values of their parameters. From the figure, we find that the success rate is higher by using both system calls and the values of their parameters than by only using the system calls alone. We further compare the time to generate PoC exploits between the two situations, and find that using system calls together with values of parameters are faster, mainly due to that there is no need to mutate the parameters to find the correct parameter values.

To summarize, the three guidances (“vulnerable functions”, “critical variables” and “system calls”) are necessary for generating an exploit. To release a CVE in a way which is less likely for attackers to generate exploits, one idea is to decrease the number of guidances, such as only disclosing the related system calls but not the specific values for triggering the vulnerability. Another idea is, on the contrary, to increase the number of “vulnerable functions” and “critical variables” by mentioning more related functions and variables in the description, which can confuse attackers and further to impede the automatic exploit generation. Considering CVE is
We have demonstrated how SemFuzz works using CVE-2017-6347 vulnerability in the Berkeley Packet Filter (bpf) subsystem. From the CVE description, we can learn that the vulnerability could be triggered using the socket and sendmsg system calls. From its corresponding patch code, we found multiple functions that are patched. Even after filtering using CVE and git log descriptions, there are still 18 vulnerable functions. After successfully generating a PoC exploit, SemFuzz finds that the vulnerability is triggered in the function udpv6_sendmsg.

In the fuzzing process, SemFuzz mutates parameters values of the system call socket (i.e., domain and protocol). In a certain fuzzing instance, the domain is set to AF_INET (standing for ipv4) and the protocol is set to PROT_ICMP (standing for the ICMP protocol). Then another memory-related vulnerability (i.e., null pointer deference) is triggered in another function ping_v4_sendmsg. We have reported this vulnerability to the Linux kernel developer group [8] and they told us that this bug has been patched in the latest Linux kernel before we reported to them. However, we could not find any publicly released report referring to this bug. So it is considered to be an undisclosed vulnerability.

6.5 Case Study

We have demonstrated how SemFuzz works using CVE-2017-6347 as an example in previous sections. In this subsection, we will demonstrate the generation of PoC exploits for a zero-day and an undisclosed vulnerability, and their connections with the known vulnerabilities.

The zero-day vulnerability. We discovered a zero-day vulnerability in the fuzzing process of CVE-2016-4794, a use-after-free vulnerability in the networking subsystem. From the CVE description, we can learn that the vulnerability could be triggered using the bpf system calls. From the corresponding patch code, we found multiple functions that are patched. By filtering out those functions not mentioned in CVE or git log, we got two vulnerable functions: pcpu_need_toextend and pcpu_alloc.

In the fuzzing process, SemFuzz continuously generates system call sequences that can let the execution run towards pcpu_alloc or pcpu_need_toextend, and finally trigger the vulnerability. In a fuzzing instance, we found that a mutated system call sequence enters the pcpu_need_toextend function and calls the free_pcpu function, which makes CPU stall (in dead lock status). We discovered this new vulnerability in Linux kernel version 4.6. We further checked other versions of Linux kernel and found this new vulnerability still exists in the latest Linux kernel version 4.11. We reported this vulnerability to the Linux kernel developer group and they confirmed our finding [7].

Figure 8 presents the PoC exploit of CVE-2016-4794 and Figure 8(b) presents the PoC exploit of the zero-day vulnerability. We can see that they share the same system call sequence (i.e., mmap and bpf) with different parameter values (e.g., the 2nd parameter of bpf is filled with different values). From this case study, we find that new bugs tend to appear around the known flaws and can be triggered with similar inputs after some mutations.

The undisclosed vulnerability. We discovered an undisclosed vulnerability when analyzing the flaw reported by CVE-2016-3841, a use-after-free vulnerability in the networking subsystem. From the CVE description, we can learn that the vulnerability could be triggered using the socket and sendmsg system calls. From its corresponding patch code, we found multiple functions that are patched. Even after filtering using CVE and git log descriptions, there are still 18 vulnerable functions. After successfully generating a PoC exploit, SemFuzz finds that the vulnerability is triggered in the function udpv6_sendmsg.

In the fuzzing process, SemFuzz mutates parameters values of the system call socket (i.e., domain and protocol). In a certain fuzzing instance, the domain is set to AF_INET (standing for ipv4) and the protocol is set to PROT_ICMP (standing for the ICMP protocol). Then another memory-related vulnerability (i.e., null pointer deference) is triggered in another function ping_v4_sendmsg. We have reported this vulnerability to the Linux kernel developer group [8] and they told us that this bug has been patched in the latest Linux kernel before we reported to them. However, we could not find any publicly released report referring to this bug. So it is considered to be an undisclosed vulnerability.

7 DISCUSSION

Vulnerability type. In this study, although SemFuzz is able to handle 16 types of vulnerabilities including double free, use-after-free and memory corruption, etc. However, we do not consider the vulnerabilities that require specific devices to trigger and the logical vulnerabilities whose abnormal behaviors cannot be directly observed by SemFuzz. Actually, such limitations are mostly due to the fuzzer, but not the semantics-based approach. On the contrary, the semantic information is really helpful (e.g., for a human analyst to generate exploits). In particular, to fuzz the device-specific vulnerabilities, one can emulate the required device under the support of visualization. The information retrieved from the vulnerability description can be used to guide the emulation of the required device. For example, CVE-2016-2782 requires a specific USB device that lacks a bulk-in or interrupt-in endpoint. With the description about the target USB device, we can leverage vUSBf [21], a USB device fuzzer to emulate various USB devices that meet these requirements. For the logical vulnerabilities, the description about the violations can be used as guidelines for constructing detector under the basic understanding of the target subsystem. For example, CVE-2015-8660 describes a logical vulnerability which allows an attacker to bypass intended access restrictions and to modify the attributes of arbitrary overlay files. With such description, as
well as the knowledge of the file system, we can build a detector to check the behavior of file attribution modification in the overlay file system.

Vulnerable targets. In this study, we choose Linux kernel as the target. Although the approach presented in this paper is specific to the Linux kernel, the basic idea of leveraging semantic information to guide fuzzing can be applied to other programs (even without source code), as long as we can obtain enough guidances. For example, CVE-2017-3053 (Adobe Reader) discloses affected versions (e.g., 11.0.19 and earlier), vulnerability type (i.e., memory address leak), vulnerable component (i.e., image conversion engine), and trigger conditions (i.e., parsing the APP13 segment in JPEG files). These information can be leveraged to generate a file format fuzzer to trigger the vulnerability by mutating the JPEG APP13 segment and monitoring whether memory address leak occurs in the image conversion engine. Besides CVE, we can also retrieve more information from other sources of vulnerability descriptions.

Sources of vulnerability descriptions. In this study, we retrieved guidances from both the CVE description and the Linux git logs. In our experiments, sometimes, we found that only one source of vulnerability descriptions is enough to support the necessary guidances. We take the vulnerability description with the commit ID “2b95fda2c4fcb6d6625963f889247538247f6c0” in the Linux git log as an example. It is a kernel crash report of a double free vulnerability. From the log, we can retrieve the vulnerable function (i.e., x509_free_certificate) and the critical variable (i.e., cert->pub->key). Also, the log presents the call trace of the vulnerable function, from which we can retrieve the triggering system call (i.e., add_key). Based on the observation, we found that the semantic information may be obtained from one source, and can also be combined with the other sources for verification, which could help to increase the performance of fuzzing. In addition, we also found that besides CVE and git log, there may be other sources of vulnerability descriptions, which is also helpful for guidance generation. For example, the source from FullDisclosure [2] contains the vulnerability information of CVE-2016-8555, which helps SemFuzz to get extra guidances that are not disclosed by CVE and git log, such as “we can reach packet_set_ring() by calling setsockopt() on the socket using the PACKET_RX_RING option”. We will try to crawl more descriptions from other sources in future work.

8 RELATED WORK

Automatic exploit generation. Brumley et al. [28] proposed an automatic approach to construct proof-of-concept exploits for input-validation vulnerabilities by seeking an input that fails the newly added checks in the corresponding patches. Avgier et al. [26] developed a technique to generate exploits for control flow hijacking attacks by modeling them as formal verification problems on the inputs. Hu et al. [34] developed a data-flow stitching technique for systematically finding ways to join data flows in the program to generate data-oriented exploits. In addition, there are some other studies, such as Chainsaw [24] and CrazWeb [35], targeting on automatically generating exploits for SQLI and XSS attacks on web applications. On the mobile platform, Centaur [39] leverages symbolic execution of Android framework for vulnerability discovery and exploit generation. All of them rely on generating constraints on inputs and leverage symbolic execution to further solve the constraints which let the program run to the vulnerable functions. By solving the constraints, an exploit could be generated. However, as mentioned in the introduction, symbolic execution and constrains solving have difficulties in exploiting deep program flaws on complicated target programs (e.g., non-linear constraints, multiple threads). Our study leverages semantics-based fuzzing to support more types of vulnerabilities. Also, using the semantic information retrieved from non-code text, the fuzzing process can be well guided for achieving high performance.

Guided fuzzing. Traditional fuzzing without guiding suffers from redundant executions [44]. That is, an execution instance lets a program run to the same status as previous instances do, which greatly reduces the performance of fuzzing. To solve this problem, previous studies guide the fuzzing process using the running status of a program and the format of inputs. For example, Skyfire [56] uses a data-driven seed generation approach, which leverages the knowledge learned from the vast amount of existing samples to generate well-distributed seed inputs for fuzzing. VUzzer [49] and AFLFast [27] leverage static control-flow and data-flow analysis to prioritize deep paths and de-prioritize frequent paths when mutating the inputs. ArtFuzz [32] dynamically discovers likely memory layouts to guide the fuzzing process. Our study demonstrates that, in addition to the running status of a program, the non-code descriptions in CVE and git log also help to avoid redundant runs.

Semantics-based program analysis. Semantic information is not the first use in program analysis. iComment [54] leverages NLP to analyze program comments and compares the semantics of comments with the code to determine the inconsistency, which indicates a bug or a bad comment. aComment [55] extracts annotations from both code and comments written in natural language to detect interrupt-related concurrency bugs. In addition to code comments, developer documents are also a good source for mining knowledge to assist program analysis (e.g., constructing API models [59], extracting security policies [57] and inferring resource specifications [60]). On the mobile platform, some recent studies apply NLP to understand app descriptions for checking whether the app requests unnecessary permissions [47] or performs unexpected behaviors [33]. Also, some API’s semantics are analyzed for mapping libraries cross platforms [31]. Different from these semantics-based program analysis studies, our work is the first to utilize third-party vulnerability descriptions to guide the generation of PoC exploits.

Repository analysis. In recent years, various code mining approaches [37, 38] have been proposed to automatically extract implicit programming rules from source code repositories. In addition, some studies mine software repositories to predict vulnerabilities. Neuhaus et al. [46] use the vulnerability database of the Mozilla project to predict the vulnerable software components. Meneely et al. [41–43] conduct the research on the correlation between meta data in code repositories (e.g., code churn, lines of code, number of reviewers, etc.) and the reported vulnerabilities. The studies of [48, 51] mine software repositories to discover the bug-introducing or fix-inducing commits. Different from them, we use the code repositories as an information source for generating guidances for fuzzing.
9 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we designed and implemented a semantics-based approach for automatic generation of proof-of-concept exploits. Making this end-to-end approach feasible is the intelligent fuzzing technique guided by the automatically recovered vulnerability-related knowledge from non-code text reports. Running SemFuzz over 112 Linux kernel vulnerabilities, 18 of them have been automatically triggered. Interestingly, SemFuzz also found a zero-day vulnerability and an undisclosed one. Our research extends the automatic exploit generation for simple input-validation vulnerability proposed 10 years ago to much more complicated vulnerabilities including uncontrolled resource consumption, dead lock, memory corruption, etc. More importantly, our research gives new insights on the way that vulnerability-related information is shared today.
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APPENDIX

Table 4 gives a detailed description of the 18 CVEs that can be successfully auto-exploited by SemFuzz. We present the semantic information retrieved from their CVE descriptions and git logs as guidance used for fuzzing, including the affected version, vulnerability type, vulnerable functions, critical variables and system calls.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CVE</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Vulnerability Type</th>
<th>Vulnerable Function</th>
<th>Critical Variables</th>
<th>System Calls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2015-0275</td>
<td>4.0.9</td>
<td>Denial of service</td>
<td>ext4_zero_range</td>
<td>inode.i_size</td>
<td>fallocate(FALLOC_FL_ZERO_RANGE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2015-1333</td>
<td>4.1.3</td>
<td>Uncontrolled resource consumption</td>
<td>_key_link_end</td>
<td>edit</td>
<td>add_key()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2015-5706</td>
<td>4.0.3</td>
<td>Use after free</td>
<td>path_openat</td>
<td></td>
<td>open(O_TMPFILE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2015-6937</td>
<td>4.2.3</td>
<td>Null pointer dereference</td>
<td>_rds_conn_create</td>
<td>trans</td>
<td>socket() bind()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2015-7872</td>
<td>4.2.6</td>
<td>Denial of service</td>
<td>key_key_unused_keys</td>
<td>keyring,type_data.link</td>
<td>keyctl()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2015-7990</td>
<td>4.3.2</td>
<td>Race conditions</td>
<td>rds_sendsmsg</td>
<td>trans</td>
<td>socket() bind()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-0728</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>Use after free</td>
<td>join_session_keyring</td>
<td></td>
<td>keyctl(KEYCTL_JOIN_SESSION_KEYRING)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-10147</td>
<td>4.8.14</td>
<td>Null pointer dereference</td>
<td>mscryptdt_check INTERNAL</td>
<td>alg</td>
<td>socket(AF_ALG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-3134</td>
<td>4.5.2</td>
<td>Memory corruption</td>
<td>unconditional</td>
<td>ipt_entry.next_offset</td>
<td>socket(AF_INET) setsockopt(IPPROTO_SET_REPLACE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-3841</td>
<td>4.3.2</td>
<td>Use after free</td>
<td>dccp_v6_send_response</td>
<td>np.opt</td>
<td>socket(AF_INET6) sendmsg()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-4482</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>Information leak / disclosure</td>
<td>proc_connectinfo</td>
<td>ci</td>
<td>ioctl(USBDEVFS_CONNECTINFO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-4794</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>Use after free</td>
<td>pcpu_need_to_extend</td>
<td>chunk.map_extend_work</td>
<td>mmap()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-6213</td>
<td>4.8.17</td>
<td>Uncontrolled resource consumption</td>
<td>commit_free</td>
<td></td>
<td>mount(MS_BIND)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-6347</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>Buffer over-read</td>
<td>ip_cmsg_check_checksum</td>
<td></td>
<td>socket(AF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM, 0) sendto(MSG_MORE, INADDR_LOOPBACK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-8646</td>
<td>4.3.5</td>
<td>Null pointer dereference</td>
<td>hash_accept</td>
<td></td>
<td>socket()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-9355</td>
<td>4.8.7</td>
<td>Buffer over-read</td>
<td>setsockopt</td>
<td></td>
<td>socket(IPPROTO_SCTP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-9793</td>
<td>4.8.13</td>
<td>Memory corruption</td>
<td>sock_setsockopt</td>
<td>sk_sndbuf</td>
<td>socket(SO_SNDBUFFORCE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2017-6074</td>
<td>4.9.11</td>
<td>Double free</td>
<td>dccp_rcv_state_process</td>
<td>ireq.ptopts, skb</td>
<td>socket(AF_INET6) setsockopt(IPV6_RECVPKTINFO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2017-6347</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>Buffer over-read</td>
<td>ip_cmsg_check_checksum</td>
<td>skb.len</td>
<td>socket(AF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM, 0) sendto(MSG_MORE, INADDR_LOOPBACK)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>